BUILD UP Skills

Energy training for builders

An initiative to boost the energy skills of Europe's building workforce

3rd BUILD UP Skills EU exchange meeting
Brussels, 26-28 November 2012
Monday 26 November 2012

→ 14:15  Welcome + Panorama on state of advancement
         Plenary

→ 16:00  Coffee

→ 16:30  Exchange with Concerted Actions
         Plenary

→ 17:30  Contractors meeting  Networking
         Getting to know your peer review team

→ 18:15  Informal preparation meeting for facilitators

→ 19:00  Networking cocktail
Tuesday 27 November 2012 AM

→ 9:00  Introduction to parallel session - plenary

→ 9:30  Parallel workshops:
1) From status quo to roadmap
2) Innovative training
3) Incentives and accompanying measures
4) Entrepreneurial and broader skill needs
5) Mobility of workers and link with EQF
6) Synergies with RES directive obligations (art.14)

→ 12:00  Facilitators working on reporting

→ 12:30  Lunch
Tuesday 27 November 2012 PM

→ 13:00  Parallel workshops:
7) From status quo to roadmap
8) EU overview report
9) Assessing costs of priority measures and identifying potential financing mechanisms
10) Accreditation and certification/quality control
11) Endorsement of roadmaps

→ 16:00  Coffee

→ 16:30  Facilitators working on reporting

→ 17:00  Walking through findings and conclusion
           Gallery of reports
Tuesday 28 November 2012

→ 9:00  Welcome + BUILD UP Skills initiative, initial results and outlook on next steps + Insights on different national situation (RO+ DK)

→ 10:15  Networking coffee

→ 10:45  EU stakeholders panel discussion

→ 11:45  EU policy for skills development in the building sector (DG ENTR, EMPL and ENER)

→ 12:30  Networking lunch

→ 13:30  Feedback and conclusions
TO DO

→ Ensure your project's presentation is saved for gallery/diaporama

→ Register in parallel workshops (1 person per country team per workshop)

→ Mingle! Network! Enjoy!
Further information?
www.buildupsills.eu

Thank You
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